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OFFICE OF THE ACCOUNTANT GENERAL (A&E)-I, U.P. PRAYAGRAJ 

As per the direction of headquarters' circular number 10 of 1988 dated 09.08.1988 on 
the above mentioned subject, the tentative date for the incentive examination for Senior 
Accountants to be held in the month of April has been decided on 22.04.2024. 
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Hfty HTÈRT (OFFICE ORDER) 
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Subject:- Incentive Examination for Senior Accountants April-2024. 

fiE:12.03.2024 

Sr. Accountants with one year of continuous service as on 1st April 2024 and 
Assistant Supervisor (Accounts) who have not passed the Incentive examination as 
Senior Accountant will be eligible to appear in the Senior Accountant Incentive 
Examination. The number of chances to appear in the examination is unlimited. 

After passing the concerned examination, the candidate will be granted an advance 
increment in the pay scale of Senior Accountant/Assistant Supervisor from the first 
date of the month in which the examination will be held. 

Candidates appearing in this exam will not be provided training. 

Exam/Clarification MCQ pattern/2022 feH0O: 24.03.2022 AT Peet o 4HR 

Subsequent to change in examination pattern, the incentive examination for Sr. 
Accountant will be conducted as per circular 10 HUT: 145/07-Exam/Clarification 
MCQ pattern/2022 feio: 24.03.2022. 

TGUAY fy, gtear CAG MSO (Admn) Vol-| 37EZT 9 tT 9.8 ¿T Hcht È| 



The concerned examination will contain only one question paper based on 
'Finance Accounts and internal Audit'. For details of syllabus, the candidates may 

refer to para 9.8 of CAG MSO (Admn) Vol-| Chapter 9. 

Those Sr. Accountants/Assistant Supervisor who wish to appear in the above 
mentioned examination should obtain the application form from the Examination Section on 

any working day and submit the duly filled in form by 22.03.2024. Application received 
after due date and incomplete will not be entertained. 

HT;- qÔtaTraftotreTSTR/AToyiraI9893- Boo,803, 8as, 807-803,34,14-15, 1 afais 

Copy forwarded to the following for information and necessary action: 
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affss daTSR0 fr giHI fT - 3rÀT, 2024 
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